
Criteria for evaluating the EUEA flash mob "How I take care of my planet"
and nomination categories

Main nominations: 1-3 places.

Secondary nominations:

 The most creative eco-trend
 Family approach
 Photo artist (best photo nomination)
 Master of the word (nomination for the best description to the post)
 Young nature protectors (schoolchildren)
 Youth on guard of the planet (students)
 Animals are our friends
 Collective approach (organizations / enterprises)
 Art against climate change
 Keep the environment clean (cleaning of parks, forests, squares)

Stage 1 - selection of the main participants of the flash mob.

The main participants of the flash mob will be determined in accordance with the
observance of the basic rules of the contest:

1. Post 1 or more photos showing how help our planet.

2. Make a short description to the post, at least 30 words.

3. Put the following tags to your descr iption: #EUGreenWeek #EUEAflashmob
#EUEAenergyday2021
4. Tag @ EUEA.UA Facebook page in your post.

5. After publishing the post - fill the form of the flash mob participant:
https://cutt.ly/lbEwcrh

Failure to comply with at least one of the above mentioned rule or the absence of at
least one hashtag will mean automatic disqualification of the participant.

Stage 2 - estimation of posts that have passed the 1st stage.

Further estimation of the participants will be carried out according to the following
criteria:

Criterion Max points Participant points
Topic relevance of the
post

10

The conformity of photo
to the post

10

The content of the post 10
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https://cutt.ly/lbEwcrh


Creativity of the post in
general

10

The minimum points for passing to the next stage for competition in the main and
secondary nominations- 23. Participants who score the lowest amount of points
automatically leave the contest.

Stage 3 - independent voting to choose winners in the main nominations.

Independent voting will be held on the EUEA Facebook page -
https://www.facebook.com/EUEA.UA. Voting will last a week, after which posts
with the largest number of votes will take 1st, 2nd and 3rd places, respectively.

Stage 4 - choice of secondary nomination winners.

After the choice of the main winners, the contestants who received fewer votes
than the winners will also be able to receive prizes in the 10 above-mentioned
nominations.

Stage 5 - incentive prizes for participation.

Contestants who do not win in 13 nominations will be able to receive additional
prizes. The choice will be made by a random number generator -
https://castlots.org/generator-sluchajnyh-chisel/.
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